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Driven by our passion for a perfect gastronomic experience, 
we collect  untouched and impeccable fruits from the 
Blessed Corinthian land and create high value quality 
products with superiur taste and packaging

 Veraniki is a family business that produces extra virgin olive oil and olive-
based delicacies.Extra virgin olive oil  is one of the world’s healthiest foods, 
an integral part of the Greek diet since antiquity.
Our goal is to produce healthy and tasty fruits, so we take care of and rely 
on personal control of production in each phase so that the final product will 
respond to the taste and quality we actually want. 

Our olive groves extend into the sunny Corinthian land at an altitude of 90-
390 meters. In order to extract our high quality EVOO we follow mostly non-
automated techniques with relatively low yields per hectare. The production 
is of course limited but the quality is definately at the top. Together with our 
unique process of extraction, we get an extra virgin olive oil of great taste.

Passion
for a Perfect 
Gastronomic 
Experience

Ελληνικά Προϊόντα



Olive
Oil



A robust blend of Manaki and Koroneiki varities, extracted by a premium selection of unripe 

hand picked olives between 10 and 30 of October, mid of November for ‘Koroneiki’, from our 

estate in Ancient Corinth. Intense fruity with fine aroma of fresh grass and tomato leaf,rather 

spicy, ideal over grilled vegetables or fish. 
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Available 
in 250 & 500ml 
luxury glass bottle
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From selected estates of Eastern Corinthia at an altitude of 120-380m, the ‘Manaki’ olive trees 

give us a delicate, fruity olive oil.Εxtracted 1st-15th of November.

Extra Virgin 
Olive Oil 

Available 
in 
250,
500, 
750 & 
1000ml 
tin cans
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Cold Extraction 









Spreads



Green olive spread - 
wild kritamon & 
almond slivers
85gr.

Green olive paste combined with Ktritamon,a wild  herb collected at rocky sea 
coasts of Lefkada island and almond slivers in small pieces give a crunchy feeling 
in the mouth.Unique flavor from lemon zest comes to complete the taste bouquet. 
Taste it over wheat crackers with thin slices of authentic feta cheese.
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All olive pastes and starters are pasteurization products and do not contain coloring substances, chemicals or other 
preservatives.*



Mature, black and Kalamon, olive paste  with dry figs, baptized inside the unique          
aromas of traditional Greek ouzo gives us this delicius  appetizer. Spread it over 
smoked salmon fillet  and have a glass of ouzo on ice.
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All olive pastes and starters are pasteurization products and do not contain coloring substances, chemicals or other 
preservatives.*

Black olive spread - 
Ouzo and dry figs
95gr.



Red pepper paste from roasted sweet peppers from local ‘’Florinis’’ variety, 
combined with chili flakes and mild graviera cheese is a mid spicy spread with 
characteristic aftertaste of ginger and sun dried tomato. Taste it inside a creamy 
tomato soup  or as a sauce over fresh made spagheti.
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All olive pastes and starters are pasteurization products and do not contain coloring substances, chemicals or other 
preservatives.*

Sweet 
red pepper spread - 
graviera cheese, chili 
flakes and ginger
90gr.



Unripe green olive paste, anchovies marinated olive oil spicy pine nuts in half 
pieces and orange zest makes a med spicy appetizer to serve grilled fish or as a 
dressing in traditional pasta.
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All olive pastes and starters are pasteurization products and do not contain coloring substances, chemicals or other 
preservatives.*

Green olive spread - 
anchovies & 
pine nuts
85gr.



Mature black and Kalamon, olive paste combined with top quality black raisins 
and traditional grape molasses called petimezi makes a sweet-acid appetizer.
Spread it upon soft bread and have a glass of weiss beer. Taste it also with feta 
cheese and tomatos in your salad or upon kretan dakos.
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All olive pastes and starters are pasteurization products and do not contain coloring substances, chemicals or other 
preservatives.*

Black olive spread- 
Corinthian currant 
& petimezi 
95gr.



Complicated umami flavors, this tastefull  tomato paste is mixed with the aromas 
of awarded Muscat wine of Samos island and the unique flavors of greek geranium. 
Spread it over thin slices of strong aged graviera or Saint Michali cheese. 
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All olive pastes and starters are pasteurization products and do not contain coloring substances, chemicals or other 
preservatives.*

Sun dried 
tomato spread - 
Samos muscat wine 
& geranium   
90gr.



Gift
Boxes



Our products are also available in luxury hand made boxes for your customers 
or partners. Additionaly, we are able to print your business logos,thus to improve 
company image and reputation . 
Choose your Gift or Welcome Box with VERANIKI high quality products.Premium 
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Olive
Tree
Miniatures



Οriginal, aesthetic proposal for a gift. Τhe perennial olive tree symbolizes long 
lasting cooperations, partnerships and friendships of course
Mini olive trees in special packages without soil for shipping and transportation 
all over the world. Donate or decorate your space with the new Mediterranean 
Mini Plants.
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Special gifts for 
special people
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